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MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS
ON ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS

ADOLF HILDEBRAND

(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. Let / be a multiplicative arithmetic function satisfying \f\ < 1 ,

let x > 10 and 2 < Q < x1/3 . It is shown that, with suitable integers q\>2

and qi > 2 , the estimate

n=a mod q {n,q)=\

holds uniformly for (a,q) = 1  and all moduli q < Q that are not multiples of

Q\  or q2 .

1. Introduction

To investigate the distribution of an arithmetic function /: N —> C among

arithmetic progressions, it is natural to consider the quantities

A(x;q,a) = Af(x;q,a) =      ^     /(«) - ——   ^   /(«)
n<x ~™'     «<jt

«=a mod ? («,9)=1

and

A(x;tf) = A,(.x;<7) =  max |A(x;#,a)|.
■* (a,q)=\

The goal is to obtain upper bounds that are valid uniformly with respect to q

in as large a range as possible.

In the case when / is the characteristic function of all primes, this reduces

to a classical problem in prime number theory, and several fundamental results

are known. The Siegel-Walfisz Theorem gives in this case a non-trivial upper

bound for moduli q that are less than arbitrary, but fixed, power of logx.

The Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem shows that such a bound remains valid on
112 —£

average in the much larger range q < x .In addition to these well-known

results there is a result of Gallagher [7] which yields a non-trivial estimate for

all moduli q up to a certain power of x, with the possible exception of the
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multiples of some "exceptional" modulus q0 . Specifically, Gallagher's theorem

implies that if / is the characteristic function of the primes then

(1)   vx;í)<<^^{exp(_CiSi)+exp(-c1^/í^)}

holds with some positive constant c, uniformly for 2 < Q < ^/x and all

Q < Q, except possibly the multiples of a certain qQ = q0(x, Q) > 2.

Analogues of these results, and in particular of the Bombieri-Vinogradov

Theorem, have first been obtained for certain other special functions / like the

Moebius function or the divisor functions; see, for example, Wolke [12]. More

recently, Bombieri, Friedlander and Iwaniec [2] (see also [1]), using an idea of

Motohashi [9], gave a very general Bombieri-Vinogradov type theorem for func-

tions / that can be represented as convolutions of "well-behaved" functions.

Elliott [3, Chapter 7] [4] and the author [8] showed that all additive functions

satisfy a Bombieri-Vinogradov type theorem.

Very recently, Elliott [5] [6] considered the case of multiplicative functions

/ satisfying |/| < 1. He showed that for such functions / one has

i>>\ At      \^ /loglogx\1/8
(2) A/(x;^« (-¡ol^rj    x

for all q except possibly the multiples of a certain qx = qx(f,x) > 2. The

estimate (2) constitutes an improvement over the trivial bound Af(x;q) < x/q

in the range q < (logx)1/8_£, and thus can be regarded as a (partial) analogue

of the Siegel-Walfisz Theorem. Elliott [6] also proved a Bombieri-Vinogradov

type theorem for multiplicative functions of modulus < 1 . The purpose of this

paper is to complement these results by the following theorem that represents a

(partial) analogue of the above-mentioned theorem of Gallagher.

Theorem. Let f be a multiplicative function satisfying \f\<\,letx>\Q and

2 < Q < x     . Then there exist integers qx>2 and q2>2 such that the bound

(3) A/(*;,)«i(log£|!r'2

holds for all moduli q < Q that are not multiples of qx or q2 .

The logarithmic factor in (3) represents the saving over the trivial bound

<C x/q . Compared to Gallagher's estimate (1), the saving is relatively modest,

but this is not surprising in view of the rather general hypotheses in the theorem.

Note that (3) is non-trivial in essentially the same range as (1), namely for all

values Q that do not exceed a certain fixed power of x.

Of the two "exceptional" moduli q{ and q2 in the theorem, one plays the

same role as in Elliott's result; it is necessary, for example, in the case when /

is equal to a nonprincipal Dirichlet character. The other exceptional modulus

is connected with possible Siegel zeros and closely related to the exceptional
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modulus in Gallagher's theorem. If there are no Siegel zeros, then this modulus

can be dropped.

To prove the theorem we shall use an essentially elementary approach based

on the large sieve that is different from the methods of both Elliott and

Gallagher.

2. Preliminaries

We gather here some (variants of) known results that we shall use in the

proof of the theorem. The first lemma is a special case of the large sieve in its

arithmetic form and can be found in Elliott [3, p. 105].

Lemma 1. Let N be a positive integer and an   (n = I, ... ,N) be arbitrary

complex numbers. Then we have

(4)

p<\/Ñ
,2

r=\

E
l<n<N

n=r mod p

E «■
\<n<N

«N   £
\<n<N

where the implied constant is absolute.

The next result is a simple consequence of the theorem of Gallagher [7]

referred to in the introduction; for the argument see, for example, Wirsing [11,

Lemma 1].

Lemma 2. There exists a constant y > 0 such that the estimate

h
tc(x + h;q,a) - n(x;q,a)

<p(q) log x

holds uniformly for all sufficiently large x, xexp(-\/logx) < h < x ,q < xy

and (a,q) = 1, with the possible exception of those moduli q that are divisible

by a certain q0 = q0(x) > 2.

Finally, we shall need the following Brun-Titchmarsh type theorem for mul-

tiplicative functions which is essentially due to Shiu [10].

Lemma 3. Let e > 0 be fixed, and let f be a multiplicative function satisfying

0 < / < 1. Then we have, for all x > 3,q < x
l-s

E   /(")«EJexPi
n<x

n=a mod q

E
p<x

and (a,q) — 1,

1 - fip)

where the implied constant depends at most on e.

Shiu actually showed that under more general assumptions on / one has

E   /(»)<.
n<x

n=a mod q

q>(q)logx
exp E

p<x

P'tQ

fip)
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The lemma follows from this, since

1

and

(-(4)      4^1       P) 4        \j¿pf

3. Proof of the theorem

We fix a multiplicative function / and real numbers x and Q as in the

theorem. Without loss of generality we may assume that x is sufficiently large

and that Q lies in the range

(5) exp(yïoi^) <Ô</10,

where y is the constant in Lemma 2.

We normalize the quantities A(x;q,a) and A(x;q) by setting

(6) S(x;q,a)=<LA(x;q,a)=(L      £      /(„) - -X-    £   /(«)
/¡<x •   . n<-t

«=a mod q (n ,q)=\

and

f5(x;^)= max \ô(x;q,a)\.
(a,q)=\

More generally, if q   is a multiple of q , then we define

(7) ô{«'\x;q,a) = ^      T      S(x;q' ,a')

and

a'=a mod 9

r5(9,)(x;i7)= max \ô{9'\x;q,a)\.
(a,q)=\

It is easy to see that the sum in (7) has exactly <p(q')/(p(q) terms if (a,q) — 1

and q\q . Thus (7) defines ô{g \x;q,a) as an average over a subset of the

numbers ô(x ; q , a!), (a', </) = 1, and it follows in particular that

(8) ô(q,)(x;q)<ô(x;q).

We next derive a simple upper bound for the quantities S and ô(q   . Suppose

that x1/2 < y < x and q < Q, so that q < xy/i0 < xi/w < y1/5 by (5). Using
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(6), Cauchy's inequality and Lemma 3, we find

|2

à(y\q)   <   max
(a.«)=l

E  m
n=a mod q

« exp< -E i - \m\

n=a mod q

} <é-

P<y
Pt ?

*- E 1 - l/(p)f

where

(9)

Thus, by (8), it follows that

(10) i(,'W)<í"i/2

holds uniformly for x '   < y < x, q < Q and q\q .

The following lemma gives a functional relation between the quantities

à(q \y ; Q, r) that will form the basis of our argument.

Lemma 4. Let q < Q,q\q   and (a,q) = 1. Then we have

IV E  ' ô(q')(x;q,a)-f(p)ô{q' -p-,Q,ap) «1,
Q<p<xi'"

where p is the inverse of p modulo q .

Proof. Since <5(9 \x/p ; q, dp) depends only on the residue class of dp modulo

q and q\q , we may assume that p is an inverse of p modulo q . In view of

the inequality

ô(q\x-q,a)-f(p)ô('1')(^;q,ap^

^4      £      (ô(x-q',a')-f(p)s(^;q',a'p))
rt«>   (Äi   V \P J)

a'=a mod 9

(a',q')=\ KP
a'=a mod ?

í»(í')

which follows from (7), it suffices to prove (11) in the case q = q , i.e., with

S(x;q,a) in place of ô(q (x;q,a). We may also suppose that a satisfies

1 <a<q.
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We shall apply Lemma 1 with N = [x/q] and an = f(nq + a). Note that

W > [x/Q] > [xl~y,w] > x9/w by (5), so that Nl/2 > xl/4 if x is sufficiently

large, as we may assume. Thus the range of summation in (11) is contained in

that of the outer sum in (4). By our assumptions |/| < 1 and 1 < a < q and

the hypothesis q < Q < xy/l   the right-hand side of (4) is

NY,K\2±-a  E \f{nq + a)\2«(^)\
n<N H n<x/q VV/

and we have

Ea«= E/("<?+*) =   Yl   fw + o(i).
n<N n<x/q n<x

n=a mod q

Moreover, if p is a prime in the range Q < p < x      and 1 < r < p, then

E     an =        E        ft")+ 0(1).
n<N n<x

n=r mod p n=a mod q
n=qr+a mod p

Choosing tr = r such that qr+a = 0 mod p (which is possible, since (q ,p) = 1

for p > Q > q), the last sum becomes

E      ñnp) = f{p)      E      f(n) + o(^-)+0(l)
np<x n^x/p ^i'

np=a mod q n=ap mod q

by the multiplicativity of /. Thus, taking in (4) only the terms with Q < p <

x '   and r — r , we obtain

where

E{p,a)=      Yl     f(")-Pf(P)      E      /(»)■
«<x n<x/p

n=a mod 9 «=ap mod ?

Now, by (6) we have

ô(x-q,a)- f(p)ô (j;q,aij = {^) ÍE(p,a)- ^   £  £(/>,£)),

whence

¿(x;^,«)-/^)^^;^,^! «; (|)2J ^(p,a)|2 + _J_^   £   |£(/;,6)|2 1.
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We therefore get for the left-hand side of (11) (with q = q) the bound

<m e \E(p,a)\¿
<p(q)   ¿-"      ¿-*1

\E(p,b)\<

Kö<p<x'/4

which is «c 1 by (12). This proves the lemma.

Let q0 = q0(x) denote the "exceptional" modulus of Lemma 2 and set Qx =

Q2/y, so that Ql < x1/5 by (5).

Lemma5. Let q,q[ < Q,q\q',ql\q[ andset d = (q,q{),D = [q,qx]. IfqQ\D,
then we have, for (a,q) = 1, (ai,qi) = 1, and any complex number À,

2

f'3>  E  :.''"(=:«■<»)-'*(î!'l#)
öl<p<*'/4

ei<p<Ar'/4

+ i + l*f,

w/iere /'« J    (y ; /c, bp), p is understood to be defined with respect to the mod-

ulus k.

Proof. Let / denote an interval of the type

1
(*) I=[y,y[l +

logx
ß, < y < x

1/4

We shall show that for every such interval we have

(14)

E
p€l

{X-;q,ap)-o(q,)(^;d,ap)

«E
pel

t(i')
(f ;«.4P)1 -w«0 (f 5«i ^i-y)f + ö id + W2)g ¿

Since 1 ¡p x 1 ¡y , for p e /, this relation remains valid if we insert a factor

1/p into each of the three sums. We then obtain (13) by subdividing the

interval (Ql ,x''4] into intervals of type (*) (with a possible overlap of two

such intervals) and noting that

1
E plogx

< 1.
Qi<P<x'/4'

To prove ( 14) we shall exploit the fact that the functions ô essentially depend

only on the residue classes of p modulo q and modulo qx, as long as p is

confined to an interval of the above type. Indeed, from (7) and (6) it readily

follows that if p e I and (r ,q) = 1, then

^(íif^.^(|;#.^(')_^+0(¿).
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say, and similarly

o(q,)(^;q„äf^=b(r) + Oi
logx/ '

with

axr

The functions a(r), b(r), and c(r) are periodic with periods q, #, , and

d (as well as q), respectively. Replacing the functions ¿ in (14) by these

approximations introduces an error term of order

«<' + w2>E¡¿
pe/

on each side, which is acceptable. Thus, to prove (14) it will be enough to show

(is) £>(/>)-c^)i2«Ei*(D)-^tp)i2-
p€l p€l

Because of the periodicity of the functions a(p), b(p) and c(p) the two

sides of (15) can be written as

i2,

and

¿2     E  \a(r)-c(r)\2N(r,r,)
l<n<<?i \<r<q

£     E  \a(r)-kb(rx)\2N(r,r{),
1<'i<<7i i<r<q

respectively, where

N(r,rl) = #{pel:p = r   mod q ,p = ri   modi?,}.

Clearly, N(r,r¡) = 0, unless (r,q) — 1, (r, ,q{) = 1 and r = r, mod d, and

if these conditions are satisfied, then we have

N(r,rl) = #{p€l:p*ES mod D}

= 7r(y(l + —!— ) ;D,s) -n(y;D,s)

with Z> = [q, qi ] and a suitable 5, (5, D) = 1. We can estimate this last

quantity by Lemma 2, since q0 \ D, D <qqx < Q2 -Q\ < yy by the hypotheses

of Lemma 5, and

y > -—- > ——= > —^—r > yexp(-y/îôgy)
logx - (log<2)2-(logy)2-'
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by (5), if we assume, as we may, that x and y are sufficiently large. We then

obtain the bound

N{r'ri)~ <p(D) logy logx

in the case (r,q) = 1, (rl,ql) = 1 and r = r, modi/. Thus N(r,r:) has

the same order of magnitude for such pairs (r,/-,), and is zero otherwise. To

prove (15), it therefore suffices to show that

(16) E        E      W)-c(r)\2^    £        £      |a(r) -^(r,)|2.
(r, ,?1)=1      (r,<j)=l (r, ,?,)=1      (r,?)=l

r=ri mod ¿ f=/"i mod rf

Note that c(r) depends only on the residue class of r modulo d, so that

c(r) = c(r{) in (16). More precisely, (7) shows that c(r{) is the arithmetic

mean of the numbers a(r), where 1 < r < q , (r, q) = 1 and r = r, mod i/. It

follows that for each r, with (rl, q, ) = 1 we have

£     Kr)-c(r)|2=      £     Kr)-C(r,)|2

(r ,<?)=! (n,9)=I
r=r1 mod rf r=r¡ mod á

= min     J2     lfl(r) - ^l2
(r,9)=l

r=r, mod rf

<      J2     \a(r)-kb(r{)\2.
(r,q)=\

r=rt mod d

Summing this inequality over (r, ,#,) = 1 yields (16) and thus completes the

proof of Lemma 5.

Lemma 6. Let q,q{,q[ and d = (q ,qx) be as in Lemma 5. Then we have

(17) o'q,(x;q)<c{ow(x;d) + -¿= +
f&     V^ô^^xiq,)}'

where

jg* = Jog *°e*
logo

and c is an absolute positive constant.

Proof. Choose integers a and a{ with (a,q) = 1 and (al,ql) = 1 suchthat

ô(x;q)= max \ô(x;q,b)\ = \S(x;q,a)\
(b,q)=\

and

ô{q')(x;ql)=   max   \ô(q[)(x;ql,bx)\ = \ô(q[)(x;ql,ax)\.
{b\ ,<7i)=l
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Write

ô0 = ô(x;q,a),       ô0(p) = ô ( ^ ;q,apj ,

ôx=ô(q[)(x-qx,a{),       ôl(p) = ô{q{)(^;ql,a]p

ô2 = â{q)(x;d,a),       ô2(p) = ô(q)(^;d,aij ,

and set

*"*

In this notation the estimate to be proved takes the form

or, equivalently,

^«^¿O + W2)-

Since
El logx1/4 logx      ™

p*logtorôrxlogïoio=-^
Qi<P<x'" '

if x is sufficiently large, as we may assume, the last relation is equivalent to

(18) |¿o|2£l«|¿2|2£Í + i + |A|2,

where the sums are taken over all primes in the interval Q{ < p < x     .

Using the inequality

14/ « \âo - f(P)¿o(P)\2 + l/(P)ÏÏW - Wl* + \f(P)W - */ + I0/ >
we get for the left-hand side of (18) the estimate

« E lp\ôo-ñP)Mp)\2 + E^y-\W- wi2

+E^)W-<*2i2+i*2i2e£-

Of the four terms in this expression, the last is trivially bounded by the right-

hand side of (18). Moreover, Lemma 4 gives for the first and third terms the

bound -c 1 , which is sufficient. It remains therefore to estimate the second

term by the right-hand side of (18). We shall show that

(i9) E¿iw-<wi2«i + w2>

which is sufficient.

An application of Lemma 5 (with q = q) yields

E¿iw - wi2 « i + \m2 + E¿i w -¿<wi2.
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so that it suffices to estimate the last sum by < 1 + \X\2. For any prime p in

this sum we have

\ô0(p) -kô.(p)\2 « (l - |/Cp)|2)(|¿0Cp)|2 + \X\2\ôx(p)\2)yov

+ \f(p)ô0(p)-ô,\2 + \ô0-kf(p)â.(p)\2.

Using the bound (10) for the functions |<J((/?)| and the definition of X, this is

seen to be

« (1 - l/lP)|2)(l + \X\2)e-S + \f(p)ô0(p)-ô0\2 + \X\2\ÔX - f(p)Sx(p)\2,

where S is defined by (9). Thus,

£ l-\ô0(p) - Xôx(p)\2 « (1 + \X\2)e~s¿2 l - lfpiP)l   + E \\f(P)W - ¿ol2

+ w2E¿i¿.-/(^i(^)i2

«(l + |A|2)é>~5,S+l + |A|2«l + |A|2

by two further applications of Lemma 4. The desired bound (19) now follows.

Proof of the theorem. In the notation of the previous lemma we have to show

that, with suitable numbers qx>2 and q - 2 > 2, the bound

1
(20) S(x;q)-^

vC?

holds for all moduli q < Q that are not divisible by q{ or q2.

We choose q2 as a prime divisor of the exceptional modulus qQ of Lemma

2, and define qx as follows. Consider the inequality

(21) maxS{q'\x;q)<   2c
q'<Q v^'
Q\Q

where c is the constant of Lemma 6. If (21) holds for all moduli q < Q with

q2 f q, then taking q{= q2, we obtain the assertion of the theorem, namely the

estimate (20) for all q < Q with qx\q and q2 \q . Otherwise we choose qx as

the smallest among those moduli q < Q that are not divisible by q2 and for

which (21) fails. Since, by (7) and (6),

¿(9V,U = ^    E    S(x;q',a') = 0,

we have necessarily qx>2. We shall show that then (20) holds for any q < Q

with qx\q and q2 \ q .

By the definition of <?, there exists a positive integer q[ < Q such that qx \q\

and ôl%Ql\x;qx) > 2c/\[l£ . Let now q < Q be given and suppose that q2\q .
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Then we have q0-\[q,qx], since q2 is a prime divisor of qQ, but not of qx

Thus we can apply Lemma 6 with q[ as above, and obtain, with d = (q ,qx),

ô(x;q)<c\ô(q)(x;d) + 4=+       ^'^

<A
??     ^S{<)(x;qx

ôiq)(x;d) + -~ + ±ô(x;q)

and hence

ô(x;q)<2cô(q)(x;d)+   2°

If, in addition, q is not divisible by qx , then we have d < qx , and by our

choice of qx we conclude that (21) holds with d and q in place of qx and q'x ,

respectively. For such q we therefore obtain S(x;q) < (4c + 2c)/v/3F, and

hence the desired estimate (20). The proof of the theorem is now complete.
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